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Item 5:  Section 106 Affordable Housing Thresholds 
 
1. Purpose of Report 

 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform members of changes to infrastructure and 

affordable housing requirements that have been made through amendments to the 
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) on 28th November 2014. Affordable 
housing and infrastructure contributions are typically financial obligations secured 
from developers through a Section 106 legal agreement as part of the planning 
permission process. This report also sets out the potential impacts of this policy 
change and makes recommendations in order to lessen these impacts. 

 
2. Recommendations  
 
2.1 The Authority is recommended to; 
 

a. Note the changes made by the Government to affordable housing and 
tariff style infrastructure contribution requirements; 
 

b. Adopt the lower threshold in order to allow the Authority to seek 
affordable housing and tariff style infrastructure contributions from 
residential development proposals comprising between 6 and 10 
dwellings; and 

 
c. Apply this lower threshold with immediate effect. 

 
3. Implications  
 
 Financial 
3.1 There are no direct financial implications for the Authority arising from this report. All 

legal costs associated with drawing up and completing Section 106 obligations 
should be recovered in full from the applicant. Northumberland County Council 
Affordable Housing team would administer any financial commuted sums. 

 
 Equalities 
3.2 There are no equalities implications arising directly from this report. 

 
Legal 

3.3 There are no legal implications arising directly from this report. 
 
4. Background 
 
4.1 The Government considers that Section 106 charges for affordable housing and 

other tariff style obligations can place a disproportionate burden on small scale 
developers, including those who wish to build their own homes; and prevent the 
delivery of much needed small scale housing sites. In March 2014 the Government 
published a consultation that aimed at ensuring that no affordable housing or other 
tariff-based financial contributions could be required on residential development 
proposals of 10 dwellings or less and a maximum combined floorspace of no more 
than 1000 square metres. This development threshold would be a mandatory 
requirement through restrictions to the Section 106 process. West Berkshire Council 
and Reading Borough Council have launched a joint application for a Judicial Review 
of the policy changes, the outcome of this review is not yet known. 
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4.2  It is also worth noting that the higher threshold of 10 dwellings would constitute major 
development in areas outside the National Parks and would potentially have an even 
greater impact within the Parks. It would impact Northumberland National Park where 
major development is defined as any development where its characteristics and 
specific impacts were likely to have a significant impact on the special qualities of the 
National Park (as stated by Core Strategy Policy 4). 

 
4.3 National Parks England responded to this consultation on behalf of the 10 authorities 

with the aim of gaining an exemption from the mandatory threshold given that 
National Parks deliver a limited number of new dwellings each year; that those that 
are delivered should meet local housing needs and; that National Parks are not 
suitable locations for the provision of unrestricted market housing. Consequently 
National Parks were given an option to adopt a lower threshold of 5 dwellings as per 
the written Ministerial Statement dated 28th November 2014 and subsequent 
amendment to NPPG. The NPPG was formally amended and as it is an interpretation 
of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and as such became a material 
planning consideration with immediate effect as of 28th November 2014. The changes 
to the policy guidance are summarised as follows: 

  
 Contributions should not be sought from development of 10 units or less and which have 

a maximum combined gross floorspace of no more than 1000sqm  

 In designated rural areas, which includes National Parks local planning authorities may 
choose to apply a lower threshold of 5 units or less. No affordable housing or tariff-style 
contributions should then be sought from these developments.  

 If the lower 5 unit or less threshold is applied, affordable housing and tariff style 
contributions should be sought from developments of between 6 and 10 units in the form 
of cash payments which are commuted until after completion of units within the 
development.  

 These changes in national policy do not apply to rural exception sites which, subject to 
the local area demonstrating sufficient need, remain available to support the delivery of 
affordable homes for local people.  

 
4.4 The position taken by the other National Park Authorities (NPAs) is summarised as 
follows: 
 

 In February 2015 South Downs NPA members resolved to adopt the lower threshold.  

 In January 2015 Dartmoor members resolved to adopt the lower threshold of 5 dwellings.  

 As of February 2015 North York Moors NPA are seeking to adopt the 5 unit threshold on 
an interim basis pending the outcome of the West Berkshire and Reading judicial review.  

 The Peak District will not be adopting the 5 dwelling threshold as they consider the 
majority of their housing sites to be rural exceptions sites.  

 Exmoor NPA is currently considering the implications of the changes with the members of 
their Local Plan Advisory Group.  

 The Broads Authority was not covered by the lower threshold and the higher threshold 
applies to their Authority area. 

 The Yorkshire Dales NPA adopted the lower threshold in December 2014 as did the New 
Forest NPA. 

 At the time of writing the intention of the Lake District NPA is currently unknown. 

 
4.5 As mentioned above, rural exception sites (which can deliver up to 100% affordable 

housing) are exempt from the changes to policy. However, it should be noted that 
these sites can be difficult to deliver due to a lack of funding (often from the Homes 
and Communities Agency) and lack of availability as they usually require land being 
provided by willing landowners at very low value or nil-cost. Consequently, rural 
exception sites cannot be relied upon to deliver an adequate supply of affordable 
housing within the Northumberland National Park. 
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5. Section 106 Thresholds 
 
5.1  Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that all 

proposals be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise. The NPPG does not change the statutory status of 
the development plan as the starting point for decision making, but the NPPG (along 
with NPPF) is a material planning consideration. Therefore in respect of planning 
application for residential development, the guidance outlined above is a material 
consideration. This guidance does not affect the requirement for new housing 
development to meet locally identified needs in accordance with Core Strategy Policy 
10 which are also achieved through Section 106 obligations and appropriate financial 
contributions.  

 
5.2 The main implication of the new government guidance is that instead of requiring 

affordable housing to be provided on all housing sites where two or more units are 
proposed (as at present under Core Strategy Policy 11), the Authority (if it adopts the 
lower threshold) could then only require affordable housing or tariff style contributions 
on residential developments where between 6 and 10 dwellings were to be provided. 
Further, the Authority could only require a commuted sum to be paid after the 
completion of units within the development and this would also need to be spent off-
site. 

 
5.3 Additionally, any section 106 agreements that have already been signed that include 

requirements for affordable housing or other planning obligations could potentially be 
revisited by the applicant in light of the revised guidance. Applicants could withdraw 
and re-submit an application without any affordable housing or other contributions 
provided that it were for 10 dwellings or less or had a maximum combined floorspace 
of not more than1000 square meters (or 5 dwellings or less if the lower threshold 
were adopted). It is also likely that developers will attempt to sub-divide sites into 
smaller plots or provide fewer (but larger) dwellings so as not to meet either threshold 
thereby not making any form of planning obligations contributions. The Authority will 
need to be mindful of this when considering future residential development proposals. 

 
5.4 In terms of the implications for the National Park, this new policy guidance would 

have an impact upon the delivery of affordable housing within the Park, however, this 
would not be considered significant due to the small number of residential 
applications that have been received. In the past ten years (since 1st January 2005) 
the Authority has received only 21 planning applications for residential development. 
Of these, only three were for two or more dwellings and triggered the need for 
affordable housing, and only one of these applications was for more than 5 dwellings. 
No applications have been received for 10 or more dwellings within the last 10 years. 
For various reasons none of the residential applications that have been submitted 
have provided affordable housing on-site and therefore the Core Strategy Policy 11 
has not yet provided any affordable housing units on-site within the National Park. 
 

5.5 Objective 4.2.1 of the National Park Management Plan (2009-14) aims to ensure that 
there is balanced range of housing that meets local needs thereby enabling people to 
live and work in and around the National Park and Objective 4.3.1 aims to get more 
young adults and people of working age to live in the National Park. The delivery of 
affordable housing has been identified as a means to achieving both of these 
objectives.  
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5.6 Paragraph 54 of the NPPF also stipulates that in rural areas Local Planning 
Authorities (LPAs) should be responsive to local circumstances and plan 
development to reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing. Paragraph 50 
requires LPAs to widen housing opportunities including the provision of affordable 
homes both on-site and through off-site contributions. 

 
5.7 As it is unlikely that an application for 10 or more dwellings would be received in 

future, the opportunity for the Authority to gain a community benefit through 
affordable housing contributions would be severely limited if the lower threshold were 
not adopted. It is also considered that the ability of the Authority to use commuted 
sums from residential development within the Park would assist in meeting its 
statutory duty to ‘foster the social and economic wellbeing of the local communities’.  

 
5.8 In terms of the amount of commuted sums for sites between 6 and 10 houses, 

Northumberland County Council would advise of appropriate sums on a case by case 
basis. The Park is advised that they are usually linked to the market value of the site 
(in terms of revenue generated) and the level of abnormal development costs1 on the 
site therefore, every site is different. Typically, the higher value sites can produce 
values around £45,000 per dwelling whereas the lower value sites might only 
generate £10,000 per dwelling. There is a question of whether the amounts possible 
would be sufficient to result in affordable housing being built as at this stage it is not 
possible to predict the number of applications received that would bring in a sum.  
The sum is not payable until completion of the units in any case.  

 
5.9 The Authority, as Local Planning Authority (LPA), can ensure that the commuted 

sums are spent in parishes within the Park or adjoining the Park to ensure a better 
chance of serving the local affordable housing need. This is something that would 
have to be agreed on a case-by-case basis with the Northumberland County Council 
as the Local Housing Authority and future section 106 agreements would need to be 
worded accordingly. 

 

5.10  As Members are aware, the review of the Core Strategy is due to begin in 2015 
which would represent an opportunity to reassess the long term situation with respect 
to affordable housing provision, with relevant up to date research and evidence. It is 
considered that the adoption of the lower threshold would be an interim approach for 
current applications and those received (for developments of between 6 and 10 
dwellings) between now and when the new Local Plan (formerly LDF) has been 
adopted. In addition, it is anticipated that the Authority would advise against any 
emerging Neighbourhood Plans containing policies that would seek the provision of 
affordable housing on sites of 5 dwellings or less. 

  

                                                 
1
 A developer's affordable housing contribution depends not only on housing needs but an assessment of the development as a 

whole, taking account of any exceptional costs for developing the site. These must be over and above all standard 
development costs and of a nature that could not have been reasonably foreseen when the land price was negotiated. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
6.1 It is recommended that a lower threshold of 5 units or less is adopted for affordable 

housing contributions within the National Park. If the lower threshold were not 
adopted, it would undermine the Authority’s ability to facilitate the delivery of 
affordable housing to meet local needs as developments meeting the larger threshold 
would constitute major development and would need to meet the exceptional 
circumstances test outlined in Core Strategy Policy 4. In any case, the Authority has 
received no applications for 10 or more units in the past 10 years. 

 
6.2 The changes to affordable housing thresholds do not affect the Authority’s ability to 

seek Section 106 obligations to ensure any new housing is retained for local housing 
need under the provisions of Core Strategy Policy 10. Although local needs housing 
is cheaper than open market housing, it will not necessarily be affordable to those on 
the lowest incomes and therefore it is considered there remains a need for policy to 
support the delivery of affordable housing.  

 
6.3 The recommendations to adopt the lower threshold and apply it with immediate effect 

will mitigate the effect of this policy change and allow the Authority to seek 
appropriate commuted sums for affordable housing and tariff-style planning 
obligations to be provided off-site to meet the needs of local communities within the 
National Park thereby achieving the objectives identified in the Management Plan 
and the policies within the adopted Core Strategy. 

 
Contact Officers:    
 
For further information contact Clive Coyne, Head of Forward Planning, Telephone: 01434 
611547, e-mail: clive.coyne@nnpa.org.uk or Susannah Buylla, Head of Development 
Management, Telephone: 01434 611577, e-mail: susannah.buylla@nnpa.org.uk       
 
Background papers:  
 
Written Ministerial Statement (DCLG, 28th November 2014): 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-statement/Commons/2014-11-28/HCWS50/  
 
Amended NPPG text (28th November 2014): 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/planning-obligations/planning-
obligations-guidance/  
 
National Parks England consultation response: 
http://www.nationalparksengland.org.uk/home/publications-and-documents/consultation-
responses  
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